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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: July 27, 2019

Intersections of A and other LGBTQ+ Identities

11 attendees

 Respect guidelines (available here) & land acknowledgement

 Introductions: Names and some pronouns shared

 Icebreaker: Favourite mythical creature; name a good plant

Asexual, Aromantic, and Agender

How do you identify? 
 Demisexual and nonbinary 

o Not necessarily having time to experiment or think about what that means
 Demi, grey, nonbinary and bi

o Eg. Identities that mainstream society refuses to recognise
o Permanent space of liminality
o Existing in the grey all the time (with respect to so many things) 

 Pushing boundaries of the framework that colonialism came in to impose 
 Sex-repulsed asexual – sex off the table, while also being heteroromantic (or possibly aromantic) 

– shutting down possibilities
o Questioning of whether wanting a romantic relationship for social expectations

 Strongly identify as confused
 Appreciate making other people confused
 Also appreciate not knowing what relationship can look like or where they might go 
 Restricting of heteronormativity 
 Being in liminal spaces part of why they identify as Relationship Anarchist and poly

o Average person misses out on so many relationships ex. QPRs (queerplatonic 
relationships) 

 Coming out of a hetero identity where there was a clear role there (by gender) and assumptions, 
and those don’t apply

o Assumptions and no communication
o relationships need to have communication

 Asexual and greyromantic 
o Formerly heteroromantic, now more aro, questioning if romantic (but not WTFromantic)
o Not another LGBTQ letter... but also possibly?

Did you come to your ace and/or aro identity part first, or your other intersecting identity first? Was the 
second one easier or harder to come to? Was there any progression over time? 

 Ace & bi
o As a teenager, identified more on the ace side and now more grey

 Including some internalised biphobia (i.e., being in denial about being bi, safer to 
be ace) 

 Didn’t know nonbinary as an option – but now being ace makes it easier to 
experience being bi and attractions to people of various genders in a full way 
(because not expecting attractions to be “sexual” to matter)

o Came to an ace identity first, and before that had ways of rationalising attractions to men 
vs women as what they were supposed to be 

 And coming to an ace identity helped to understand and come to a bi identity and 
made it easier to experience attractions in a full way

o Identified as bi first and that’s what led to ace identity, but lack of attraction is what marks 
the daily experiences, so don’t strongly identify as bi 

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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 Ace & Relationship Anarchy
o If you don’t fit into “norm” you have to figure out what all these attractions mean, and 

being Relationship Anarchist helps deprioritise sexual relationships / sexual-centrism
o vs. Coming to understand non-normative relationships even before the language of QP, 

and coming to politicised ways of relating before “relationship anarchy” became a thing, 
with the tools from the ace community and anarchism

 baggage of “relationship anarchy” as a term (i.e., not everyone who uses that 
terms means something politicised or even necessarily has done a good job of 
unlearning internalised sexual-centrism or amatonormativity)

 Identified as queer later on (knowing that you're different but not necessarily why or how) 
 First identified as nonbinary (eg., Gender makes no sense!), then someone helped figure out 

demi part) 
 Always knew they were asexual, but didn’t know the term and thought something wrong with 

them 
o Watched BoJack Horseman: Todd coming to terms with his asexuality and using the term

 cried and googled it and understood
o Good representation is so important 

 Bad representation made me think for a long time that something IS wrong, should I go to a 
doctor? 

o Also bad representation hurts us by misinforming the straight community
 Taking a while to figure out about being ace 

o All high school friends turned out to be under the ace umbrella (so nobody figured it out 
for a while)

o Didn’t’ figure ace identity out until age 21 because no friends (who were girls) were into 
having sex until then, so nothing clicked as being different from others (guys were into sex
but that was different) 

o Similar experience: it wasn't until age 20 that realised that most/some people actually 
wanted to have sex and experienced sexual attraction (did know some people wanted to 
have sex but figure that’s just something that some people like, like playing tennis) … not 
just a metaphor (then clued in and discovered that being asexual was a thing and 
immediately felt like that fit)

 Not having the language for anything about not wanting sex
o Assumed I was straight, then discovered asexuality, then aromantic as a subset of 

asexuality (in this person’s experience) – discovering asexuality gave permission to 
explore identity

 Only know one person who is aro but not ace (and into friends with benefits but having girlfriends 
not into romantic stuff and had to find out about aromanticism from an asexual person) 

 Language and tools from ace community made it possible for the not-specifically-ace aromantic 
spectrum community to exist

 Ace community making it possible do question/explore other things
o ace community being a place to find people with similar experience in the process of 

questioning gender stuff (before the language of non-binary existed the way it does today)
 even “agender”... people were independently inventing and using the word 

“agender” for a long time, but it took a critical number of agender people all in one 
place (i.e., on AVEN) for the word to “stick” 

o the massive changes of Social structures that need to happen to make an ace/arospec 
friendly world...

 don't need to start by trying to convince people that anything about asexuality or 
aromanticism: show how things like compulsory sexuality are bound up with 
colonial and racist structures and can work toward resiting those in real solidarity 
(and in that process, people can come to understand how they are harmful to 
everyone and also learn about asexuality and aromanticism)

 Coming to identify by relationships and having people invalidate certain parts
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o Issues with lesbian community and boxes not fitting (discovering nonbinary) 
o Exploring poly and romantic anarchist spaces

 Queer vs. straight poly spaces
o What even are straight people

 Romantic relationships with a man who later came out as bi (of course that’s why that works!) 
 Experience in romantic relationships where the ace and poly parts not actually being respected
 Immediate social circle: All bi/pan with lots of ace – so different from “mainstream” 
 Nonbinary person – can feel like if dating a straight man or lesbian there is misgendering (and 

lots of misogyny from straight man) 
 Spaces in lesbian spaces for nonbinary folks

o Depends on the space
o Some spaces opening up
o Also the issue of erasing the history of parts of lesbian spaces that were inclusive-- ways 

there was more “space” for gender diversity in lesbian spaces framed completely 
differently (e.g., a lot more space for “butch” and “gender non-conforming” and richness of
what those things used to mean than there often is these days)

o Experience of “Queer Quota” (e.g., personal terminology for how people make outrageous
assumptions of offspring straightness when a parent is queer, because the parent is 
queer -- like there can only be 1 per family... though it seems to be more okay to have 
multiple queer siblings... 

 Aphobia online (especially from queer community) 
 Anti-ace hostility online vs. offline 

o leaps and bounds of ace and aro acceptance offline over past decade
o very intense anti-ace and anti-aro hostility online (not necessarily representative of larger 

communities)
o Recycling anti-bi and anti-trans arguments to use against aces (many of whom are bi 

and/or trans)
 Sometimes have to wonder if questioning hetero stuff because of pressure to fit in – “am I queer 

enough” 
o Pushing back against resistance

 Personal experiences of non-binary gender stuff – being “trans enough” (or not)
o Experienced enough transphobia? 
o Pronoun tattoo
o How much do you have to do? 

 Constantly questioned (not necessarily by people in our lives)
 Asexual visibility – changes/improvements related to public visibility are race-specific

o e.g., any public declaration of asexuality used to be met mostly with aggressive offers of 
sex or with hostility/denial

 things have changed a lot... more space for white people to be ace; very different 
personal experiences from white aces than from aces of Colour (especially 
women) who still face that kind of hostility tied in with various stereotypes of 
racialised women

 there are now some bodies that get to be accepted as (affirmatively) asexual (but 
not all of them!)

 Plays out similarly for nonbinary – ex. tall, thin, masculine of centre, “looks like a cis gay dude 
from a dfab body”... especially for white folks = “legitimate” idea/image of non-binary 

o Nonbinary denial
 “passing privilege” being the flip side of “erasure” 

o How we experience oppression and different types of violence
o still can be differences in terms of level of physical danger, etc. (and may be contingent)

 Compassion and how we can support each other
 Positives – visibility might come with more validation and also more danger 
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o Using privilege to listen and amplify other voices
o Danger depends on context (physical spaces and cities) and things we can’t predict 

 Intersections with chronic pain (ex. binder not an option for some folks) 
o Ableism in spaces, invisible illness and pain

 Never really know what people are assuming or not

 Assumed to be non-ace unless you specify otherwise
 Being told by partners “you just need to date X identity” 
 A lot of emphasis on sex put into relationships in hetero world for a lot of straight people

o Disturbing about what is missing – eg. Focus on emotional connections and mental health
etc. 

 Sex being treated as a commodity (i.e., as something that can be owed or exchanged for 
“intimacy” or “commitment”)

 Physical intimacy affects emotions
o Some people, important for some people
o Sexual “value” has a lot of emphasis, gendered way

 Gender expectations limiting ways of connecting 
 Family didn’t share much and not knowing about asexuality

o Didn’t do a lot of relationships
o Lots of self-isolation

 Encountering someone who is demisexual opened up a lot of questions 
 Gendered expectations people place because of demisexuality 

o Just like “every other girl/woman, you just have to find the right person” 
o actually, there’s a word for that too

 Having to do lots of education work just to come out? 
o “Have you tried it?” 

 Invalidating question and erasure
 Erasure of agency

o Eg. Can be grey and demi and not sex-repulsed and still can choose to not have sex most
(or all) of the time

o Even if there’s someone you might want to have sex with, but still choose not to, that’s still
valid 

 Also – trying sex with one person doesn’t tell anyone anything about a larger pattern 
 My choice

o Ex. haven’t decided about whether or not to have children
 To say that one is asexual – leads to an entire barrage of questions

Question: How do you come out to everyone? 
 Don’t like to have to come out about everything all the time
 Have pins or posting stuff on social media
 Example: didn’t come out, just started talking about it as if people already knew
 Could bring up something about asexuality and see reactions

o Might be different reactions, positive or negative for strangers vs. family (“It’s okay if 
friends are, but not family” or “I don’t agree with it but you’re family”) 

 Have educational resources and positive media portrayals ready (otherwise there’s a lot of 
emotional work) 

 But also, you’re not forced to explain yourself or do educational work (people can google, but 
might find misinformation) 

o Give links or printouts, or specific keywords to search
 Also okay to come out via facebook messenger or text messages, etc. – don’t have to do it in 

person
o It’s their problem to respond – put your needs/safety first
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 Coming out doesn’t end
o Do it differently with everyone (different when/what/how/how much)
o Gets easier and more practiced, more confident

 It helps to find community and know you’re not alone 
 Can take a lot of effort but also, already taking steps by coming out here today
 Can say: “I went to an Ace Toronto meeting today” to gauge reaction

Anything you’d like others to know about your experience with or without these intersections? Are there 
any changes you’d like to see (in or out of the ace/aro community)? 

 First time coming to an Ace Toronto event
 Pride bi and ace

o Smaller groups this year for various reasons 
o Attending Pride with work, (incorrectly) perceived as a straight ally

 When queer events happening  - nice to see asexual and aromantic explicitly listed as welcomed 
identities

o Especially aromantic, often left out

 How do people go about having conversations around dating while ace? 
o Ex. go through the emotional toll of going through process of finding someone to date
o Various options, ex. non-monogamy

 Defining non-binary, agender, trans/cis/other
o Importance of not assuming
o Using “they/them” before you know someone’s pronouns

 Also never dated
 Dated once – young (early 20s) but neither had had romantic relationships, didn’t know about 

asexuality 
o Full of assumptions and lack of communication – what you want and need and what you 

don’t want 

 When to come out to a potential romantic partner
o Only dating other aces and being upfront from the get-go to avoid problems down the road
o Eg. Right upfront
o Hanging out as friends and maybe disclosing if there’s romantic interest
o Not knowing when people are “flirting”
o Being autistic and not picking up on social cues

 Actually saying “I am flirting with you.” “Great, I am flirting with you too”
o Straight people seem to know what they want

 How? They’ve been told, and might or might not actually want that
o No rules and explore what you want

 People can have different needs and don’t always communicate those 
 Think you’re on the same page but you might not be
 Take time to figure out what you want from a specific person and it’s messy
 And not like the movies! 

o Breaking down physical contact
o Being explicit, boundaries and consent! 

 Spend a lot of time helping people with their relationship issues
o Note that intimate friendships and family relationships give lots of experience with 

relationships
o Skills transfer across different kinds of relationships
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 Ex. navigating having divorced parents taught skills about having poly 
relationships

o Don’t need to have certain kinds of relationships to be able to have skills, knowledge, 
experience to navigate relationships

 Ex. open one door (eg. Ace stuff) and that opens up the landscape of other doors that we get to 
open (or at least consider)

 People assume you might have more time because you’re not thinking about sex
 “Platonic attraction” – but having lots of friends isn’t necessary
 Platonic chemistry

o New relationship energy
o “squish” but more general language
o “enthusiastically becoming friends” 

 Dominant narrative of romantic partnership
o Deprioritise existing friendships and need “couple” friends

 Becoming close QP with a metamour (a metamour = a partner's partner)


